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Abstract

This paper discusses a temporal analysis of products approach, which can be considered as an advanced kinetic strategy at t
between traditional applied kinetics and surface science. The basic principles, examples of application in heterogeneous ca
theoretical framework are discussed.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The temporal analysis of products (TAP) reactor s
tem is an important new tool for investigating “gas–sol
reactions, particularly reactions on industrial catalysts. O
inally created by John T. Gleaves in 1988 [1] and la
modified by him in 1997 [2], the TAP technique found
application in many areas of chemical kinetics and chem
engineering [3–12], especially due to its submillisecond t
resolution. This is accomplished by injecting an extrem
narrow gas pulse into one end of a microreactor and
tinuously evacuating the other end.The time resolution
TAP experiment can be controlled by shortening the re
tor bed length and by reducing the width of the initial g
pulse. Two advantages can be attributed to the operatio
high vacuum. The first is that external mass transfer lim
tions are completely absent. The second is that gas tran
through the catalyst bed is governed by Knudsen diffus
In this case, the diffusivities of the individual component
a gas mixture are independent of pressure, concentratio
the composition of the gas mixture. Moreover, perform
transient response experiments in the limit of Knudsen
fusion minimizes collisions between gas-phase molecule
that the transient response of product molecules in the
system is a measure of gas–solid interactions.
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To characterize these gas–solid interactions and to re
the complex mechanism of catalytic reactions two type
experiments are performed in the TAP system.

The first type is a so-calledstate-defining experiment
in which the catalyst composition is not significantly p
turbed by a pulse of small intensity. The pulse intensity m
guarantee the Knudsen diffusion regime; i.e., the trans
must remain well defined. State-defining experiments
vide kinetic parameters corresponding to a given state o
catalyst; e.g., in the case of the irreversible transformatio
a hydrocarbon on a metal oxide catalyst the correspon
kinetic coefficient depends on the state of the metal
ide surface and in particular on the oxidation state. In
so-called “pump-probe” experiment a single pulse of
substance, say a reducing reactant, is admitted followe
a single pulse of another substance, say an oxidizing a
By varying the delay between the two single pulses and
frequency of repeating the cycle, information on the li
time and reactivity of the adsorbed species is obtained. T
species are created during the first single pulse and pr
during the second single pulse. The yield of each produ
a measure of the amount of adsorbed precursor prese
the time of the pulse. By plotting the various product yie
as a function of the delay interval between the pulses,
lifetime of the various adspecies can be determined.

The second type of TAP experiment is astate-altering
experiment that changes the catalyst composition in s
predetermined fashion. In multipulse experiments, a la
number of pulses is injected, and reactant and pro
eserved.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jcat
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responses are monitored. By performing TAP multipu
experiments, the interaction of a component with the sur
at different catalyst compositions can be studied.

State-defining and state-altering experiments can be
formed in sequence. In the so-calledinterrogative cycle the
given state of catalyst is probed using state-defining
periments involving different substances (O2, hydrocarbons
CO, etc.). Next, a state-altering experiment is performed
sulting in a new catalyst state. This state is tested agai
different substances in state-defining experiments.

This approach was defined by Gleaves and Yablonsk
interrogative kinetics (IK) [2]. IK attempts to systematica
probe a variety of different catalyst states, and to unders
how one state evolves into another.

2. Description and operation of a TAP reactor system

The TAP reactor system was originally created to as
catalyst development and characterization at Monsanto
Later, a new improved apparatus, called TAP-2 rea
system, has been developed [2], aimed at extracting kin
information from a heterogeneous catalytic system
revealing mechanisms of complex heterogeneous cata
reactions. The critical difference between TAP and TAP
reactor systems is the positioning of the microreactor
the detector that measures the reactor effluent. In the TA
system, the two devices are physically much closer, and
result the detection efficiency of the TAP-2 system is m
higher.

The TAP-2 reactor system can be used to perfo
transient as well as steady-state experiments at pres
ranging from 10−7 to 250 kPa, and temperatures rang
from 200 to 1200 K. However, the specific features
the TAP systems are exhibited in the Knudsen domai
the course of vacuum transient experiments. As alre
mentioned, pulse intensities in vacuum experiments ra
from 1013 to 1017 molecules/pulse, with a pulse width o
250 µs, and a pulse frequency between 0.1 and 50 puls/s.
Such time resolution characteristics are unique among o
kinetic methods. Possible experiments include high-sp
pulsing, both single pulse and multipulse response, ste
state isotopic transient kinetic analysis (SSITKA), TPD, a
TPR. A schematic overview of a TAP reactor system
shown in Fig. 1.

In a typical pulsed mode experiment, the pulse mixt
contains reactants and an inert gas as internal stan
Consequently, responses, exit flow time dependencies
reactants, products, and inert are monitored. For a typ
experimental set-up only one gaseous component ca
measured during one pulse. When more than one subs
is of interest, the single-pulse TAP experiments must
) High-
e

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the TAP reactor depicting the movement of a gas pulse from the microreactor to the quadrupole mass spectrometer. (1speed
beam valve, (2) continuous flow valve, (3) zero-volume manifold, (4) catalytic microreactor, (5), (6) cryo shields (all of these being situated in threactor
chamber), (7) differential chamber, (8) detector chamber.
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Fig. 2. (a) Three-zone reactor with QMS [13]. (b) Thin-zone reactor
dependencies ofka andθ on the axial coordinatex [13].

repeated. To provide simultaneous multisubstance mea
ments, the multitrack system has been introduced [4]. In
system, the gas leaving the reactor can be analyzed for
components using three mass spectrometers in line.

The TAP microreactor configuration which is the m
commonly used, is the so-called “three-zone” configura
(Fig. 2a). The TAP microreactor can be packed with cata
and inert particles. The catalyst zone is sandwiched betw
two beds of inert particles, called inert zones. The main
vantage of the three-zone TAP reactor is that the cata
zone can be more easily maintained under isothermal
-

e

-

ditions. However, it is difficult to maintain a uniform profi
of the surface catalyst composition because of the gas
centration gradient, which is the driving force of diffusion
transport. In multipulse experiments, the nonuniformity
the catalyst composition becomes significant.

Recently, a “thin-zone” configuration was proposed
Shekhtman et al. [13] (Fig. 2b). In a thin-zone reactor,
thickness of the catalyst zone is made very small comp
to the whole length of the reactor. Then, the change
gaseous concentration across the thin catalyst zone c
neglected, and the catalyst composition can be consid
as uniform. In the thin-zone approach it is possible
separate the diffusional process from the chemical reac
Uniformity of catalyst composition and model simplici
make the thin-zone TAP reactor configuration very usefu

3. Basic principles of TAP

The basic principles of TAP follow:

1. Well-defined Knudsen diffusion as a “measuring sti
for chemical reaction characterization.

2. Insignificant change of the solid material during a sin
pulse experiment.

3. Uniformity of the surface composition of the mater
across the active zone.

The first and the second principles were reported in
pioneering paper of 1988 [1]. Later, these principles h
been developed in more detail. The necessity of the a
material uniformity was first stressed in a paper devote
the thin-zone TAP reactor in 1999 [13].

3.1. Knudsen diffusion as a “measuring stick”

A common approach for extracting kinetic informati
is to measure the rate of chemical reaction using the
of mass transport as a “measuring stick.” Transport, h
ever, is a complex process that involves both diffus
and convection and can be different in different parts o
catalytic system. Consequently, special experimental st
gies have been developed to distinguish kinetic informa
from transport phenomena. In traditional steady-state ex
iments, convectional transport that is supposed to be
defined provides a measuring stick and diffusional trans
neglected. In contrast, in a typical TAP experiment, the
fusion, particularly Knudsen diffusion, is the only transp
mechanism, which obviously must not be eliminated.

In the Knudsen diffusion regime, the diffusivity is dete
mined by [14]:

(1)De = εb

τ

di

3

√
8RT

πM
, di = 4εb

3(1− εb)
rp.

Thus, in the Knudsen regime, the transport of individ
species is independent on the gas composition and
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mass transport is well defined. In TAP experiments,
purely diffusional transport serves as a specific “ruler”
extract kinetic information. The exit flow is described by t
standard diffusion curve when only diffusion occurs. In
“reaction–diffusion” case, the exit flow is changed, and t
change is attributed to the reaction.

3.2. Insignificant change of the solid material during
the pulse experiment

With the TAP-2 system, a typical Knudsen pulse conta
1013 molecules or 10−10 moles. Assuming that a cataly
sample has a surface area of 10 m2/g, a single pulse would
be equivalent to 10−6 of the total surface area of 0.1
sample. If the active surface area of the catalyst compris
reasonable fraction (e.g.,� 0.1%) of the total surface area o
the catalyst, then a single pulse will have a negligible ef
on the active surface. Whenever the number of reac
molecules in a pulse is significantly smaller than the num
of active sites of the catalyst, the catalytic system rem
in the same state after the measurement, justifying the
“state-defining experiment.”

3.3. Uniformity of the surface composition across
the active zone

This principle has to be considered as absolutely n
essary in TAP studies because kinetic information co
sponding to a given catalyst composition cannot be obta
directly when nonuniform catalyst states are probed.

4. The place of the TAP experimental method among
other kinetic methods

Kinetic studies focus on the selection of an adequ
rate expression and determination of the unknown rate
rameters it contains. To obtain this information, steady-s
and/or transient experiments can be performed. Tran
experiments provide information that cannot be obtai
from steady-state experiments. While steady-state ex
ments give a global picture of the reaction kinetics, trans
experiments give information relative to the individual ste
involved. Being a transient technique, the TAP method u
an experimental strategy different from other nonstea
state techniques. To illustrate the differences, a compar
of these techniques can be made by discussing the follo
issues:

1. Uniformity of the active zone.
2. Domain of conditions.
3. Possibility to obtain relevant kinetic information.
4. Correspondence between observed kinetic charac

tics and catalyst properties.
5. Model-free data interpretation for determining kine

data (rate of reaction, yield, selectivity, etc.).
t

-

The comparison will be primarily focused on the conc
tual features. TAP will be compared with continuous stir
tank reactors (CSTR) and plug flow reactors (PFR) with
going into the detailed implementation of these two react

4.1. Uniformity of the active zone

4.1.1. CSTR
Until today, there was an indisputable belief that a CS

can minimize the concentration gradients within the reac
Now, under influence of computational fluid dynam
(CFD), this belief was suppressed by uncertainty, espec
in the case where more than one fluid phase is invol
Obviously, it is possible to calculate stirred tank reactors [
using CFD methods. However, there are many uncertain
in the description of the relevant transport phenomena
fact, the rigorous theory of CSTR that would allow
to clearly understand its hydrodynamic and mathema
status (e.g., based on the idea of averaging) has not
developed yet. The domain of conditions that provid
perfect mixing on both macro- and microscale has not b
identified either.

4.1.2. PFR
In a PFR, the concentration gradients in the radial dir

tion can be neglected. However, there is an essential con
tration gradient in the axial direction, and, hence, a co
sponding axial nonuniformity of the catalyst composition

4.1.3. TAP
The original configurations of a TAP reactor, such as

three-zone configuration, were characterized by a non
form catalyst composition across the catalyst bed simila
a PFR. The thin-zone configuration, discussed earlier, d
not have such a drawback.

There is a difference between the roles of diffusion a
convection in a CSTR compared to TAP. The diffusion
always present as a special phenomenon in all experim
involving mass transport. In a CSTR, the disturbing eff
of diffusion on the observed characteristics is minimiz
diffusion is not eliminated but complemented by stirrin
In TAP experiments, convection is easily and complet
eliminated, and diffusion is well defined.

4.2. Domain of conditions

CSTR and PFR reactors provide data obtained un
temperature and pressure conditions which are clos
the industrial conditions. For highly exothermic reactio
a CSTR often operates under low conversions to main
an isothermal regime.

As for the TAP system, it may operate in a wide dom
of working conditions. However, the most appropriate T
regime (Knudsen regime), in which the transport is w
defined, is located within 10−2–10−1 Pa. Such a domain i
at the upper boundary of the “surface science” domain. T
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experiments make a bridge between surface science ap
in heterogeneous catalysis and traditional applied kine
Thus, the well-known “pressure gap” between these
areas is now reduced, but not eliminated.

4.3. Possibility to obtain relevant kinetic information

Both devices, CSTR and PFR, are mostly used to ob
steady-state kinetic information. Steady-state kinetic de
dencies are usually related to the rate-determining ste
of a complex catalytic process and do not provide deta
information related to the individual steps. To characte
individual steps, nonsteady-state experiments are requi

In heterogeneous catalysis, the idea of conducting n
steady-state kinetic experiments in a CSTR was prop
more than 30 years ago by Bennett [16]. Nonsteady-s
CSTR can be simulated via ordinary differential equati
and even analytical solutions can be obtained someti
As for the nonsteady-state regime in the PFR, it can
simulated using integrating partial differential equatio
(PDEs). Today, this difference no longer makes nonste
state CSTR experiments preferable taking into accoun
increase in computing power and availability of efficie
easy-to-use algorithms. Moreover, according to Bennett
there is a serious experimental drawback in using CS
reactors for transient experiments. In many cases, t
reactors have a “dead volume” inside or outside wh
influences the transient behavior. Bennett even concl
that “in some cases it is no longer advantageous to
experiments in an ideal mixed-flow reactor (CSTR).” In
1970s, Kobayashi and Kobayashi [17] proposed an effic
“transient response method” based on the differential P
Generally, a PFR can provide rich information using the s
response or wavefront propagation experiments. Howe
the PFR time resolution is limited by the imposed s
function of the reactant concentration in the carrier gas
is much lower than that of the TAP technique. In TA
experiments, it is possible to study fast catalytic react
with relaxation times as short as 10−4–10−3 s.

4.4. Correspondence between observed kinetic
characteristics and catalyst properties

In a typical CSTR or PFR experiment, there is no too
procedure for monitoring the catalyst composition. In s
catalyst characterization by spectroscopic techniques
not always provide unambiguous information about the
portant surface species. As result, using CSTR or PFR
for both steady-state and nonsteady-state cases, it is dif
to directly relate the observed kinetic characteristics to
material properties. Changes of the catalytic material
ing the reaction make the determination of such relations
even more challenging.

Some other techniques such as an isotopic step resp
experiment allow us to determine the amount of surf
d

)

.

,

s

,
t

e

intermediates (the number of “working active sites”) by a
called steady-state isotopic transient kinetic analysis.
approach was proposed by Happel et al. [18], and devel
by Bennett [19], Bilouen [20], and Shannon and Go
win [21]. It is based on the determination of isotopic lab
in the reactor effluent species versus time following a s
wise change in the isotopic labeling of one of the reac
species in the reactor feed. SSITKA data can be used t
termine the amount of surface substances as well as the
of their formation characterizing the given steady-state o
catalyst. Steady-state isotopic transient experiments c
be performed in CSTR or PFR reactors. However, exp
mental data obtained from a “CSTR–SSITKA” combinat
have a large limitation because of the experimental er
in isotope step response experiments (see the explan
by Shannon and Goodwin [21]). The common procedur
SSITKA application is a combination of the PFR with t
SSITKA approach. At the same time, PFR data are s
owed by the catalyst nonuniformity.

The interrogative kinetics approach in the TAP stud
gives a way to reduce the pressure gap between the Knu
regime and normal condition domains. In TAP experime
under Knudsen diffusion conditions many kinetic charac
istics of complex catalytic materials can be obtained a
function of surface concentrations that do not change
do not change significantly) during the kinetic charac
ization. It is reasonable to consider that these param
will be independent of the gaseous composition in a w
pressure domain. Moreover the detailed analysis of tran
TAP characteristics of gaseous substances (especially,
delays) may provide information about the surface inter
diates and their kinetic parameters that can be expand
the normal conditions. A new theoretical framework for
tracting this information will be presented in Shekhtman
al. (submitted for publication). However, observing sho
lived intermediates and corresponding kinetic characteri
under normal conditions is still a large challenge.

4.5. Model-free data interpretation

Ideally, kinetic information should be extracted in
model-free manner. This means that during the experime
procedure and the following data analysis, no bias is
troduced by presuppositions about the form of the kin
dependencies, detailed mechanisms, reactor models, e

In terms of reactor model, the analysis of steady-s
CSTR experimental data can be considered to be model
For the steady-state case, the consumption rate of a rea
R, follows from

(2)R(c) = Fv(c
0 − c)

Vcat
.

For a nonsteady-state CSTR, the consumption rate fol
from a mass balance for the reactant including an accum
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Table 1
The place of TAP approach among other kinetic approaches

Approaches Uniformity of catalyst Domain of conditions Reliability of the Control of gaseous Model-free or not
composition information substance amounts

stored/released by
catalyst

CSTR Typically, it is assumed
for the steady-state
case

Normal conditions,
industrial domain

Steady-state information is
reliable; nonsteady-state
information is not

No Steady-state CSTR is mode
free.

CSTR + SSITKA is model-
free. Nonsteady-state CST
gives rise to errors.

PFR No uniformity Idem as CSTR Both steady-state and non-
steady-state information
are reliable.

No Steady-state PFR is mode
free. Nonsteady-state PFR
not model-free.

TAP reactor No uniformity (three-
zone configuration)

The top of the
“surface science”
domain

Nonsteady-state information
is reliable.

Yes, especially for
the thin-zone
TAP reactor

The first modifications of TAP
reactor are not model-free.

Uniform (thin-zone
configuration)

The thin-zone TAP reacto
gives model-free informa
tion using Y-procedure.
r, in
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(3)R(c) = Vg

Vcat

dc

dt
− Fv(c

0 − c)

Vcat
.

If the derivative, dc/dt , is experimentally known,R(c) can
be obtained and the procedure is model-free. Howeve
practice, the determination of dc/dt gives rise to errors.

For the steady-state PFR, the reaction rate can be d
mined in a model-free manner by taking the derivatives fr
the experimental dependencies “conversion versus s
time.” This is known as the differential method of PFR d
analysis. As for the nonsteady-state PFR, to extract rea
parameters, a model, which is a set of partial differen
equations, has to be solved analytically or numerically.
integration along the axial reactor coordinate requires s
assumptions about the kinetic model and, hence, abou
detailed mechanism of reaction. Therefore, such data an
sis is definitely not a model-free procedure. An applicat
of the differential method to nonsteady state PFR data is
tremely difficult because of experimental errors, just as
the case of CSTR.

A combination of CSTR and SSITKA approaches m
provide model-free information about the number of wo
ing active sites, which is not true for a combination of P
and SSITKA approaches because a PFR model is alw
needed.

As for the TAP method, the first configurations of t
TAP reactor (three- and one-zone TAP reactors) could
provide model-free kinetic information either. The obtain
data needed to be described based on assumed m
Recently [22], a general expression for primary character
tion of catalyst activity using a TAP single pulse experim
was derived as

(4)1− X = 1
,

cosh(Ψ )+ αΨ sin(Ψ )
-

s.

whereΨ is the reaction–diffusion parameter,

Ψ =
√
εb

(�L)2

Dg,cat
kapp,

andα is the diffusional–geometrical parameter,

α = Dg,cat

Dg,in

l3

lcat
.

In a typical case,

Dg,cat

Dg,in
= 1.

Expression (4) was obtained for the three-zone TAP rea
the most commonly used TAP reactor configuration, on
basis of the corresponding model presented below.

A new theoretical method developed for the thin-zo
TAP reactor, called the Y procedure [23], allows us to
tain values of reaction rates and, hence, kinetic param
directly from exit flow data without any assumption rega
ing the detailed kinetic model. The Y procedure is brie
described below. Table 1 summarizes the place of the
approach among other kinetic approaches.

5. TAP data analysis

The TAP experiment can provide two kinds of inform
tion about a reaction: qualitative and quantitative inform
tion.

Qualitative information allows us to obtain insight into
the reaction mechanism. As mentioned earlier, using
TAP experiment, it is possible to detect short-lived interm
diate substances that are released by the catalyst surfac
the gas phase and, then, reveal information about variou
ementary steps of the complex catalytic reaction. To ob
qualitative information, single-pulse, pump-probe, and m
tipulse TAP experiments can be used. Examples prese
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below will illustrate the capability of the TAP experiment
this respect.

5.1. Single-pulse TAP experiments

The conversion of methanol to light olefins over a
ZSM-5 zeolite was studied by means of temporal anal
of products, performing mainly single-pulse TAP expe
ments [24]. A methanol pulse train was injected and
response of the products, namely olefins (especially pr
lene), water, dimethyl ether, formaldehyde, and methane
recorded and compared with the methanol response (Fi
It can be seen from Fig. 3a that the methanol response is
broad indicating that methanol adsorbs reversibly on the
alyst. The water response is about as broad as the met
response. This suggests that water is rapidly produced
methanol. The dimethyl ether response and the olefin
sponses were strongly broadened. All olefin responses
the same shape (see Fig. 3b). The formaldehydeand me
responses are not much broadened, showing that both
ucts are rapidly produced from methanol (Fig. 3c).

Based on this qualitative information the following r
action mechanism was proposed. Methanol dehydrate
dimethyl ether, which reacts further to olefins. The prod
tion of dimethyl ether proceeds via the dissociative ads
tion of methanol to water and a methoxy group, follow
by reaction of this methoxy group with gas-phase metha
to adsorbed dimethyl ether. Propylene and ethylene ar
primary gas-phase olefins. The formation of these ole
from dimethyl ether is proposed to proceed via a common
termediate, which can decompose to ethylene or react
adsorbed methanol to propylene and water. Higher ole
are produced via reaction of lighter olefins with metho
groups on the surface.

5.2. Pump-probe TAP experiments

The oxidation of ethylene over silver powder was mai
studied by pump-probe TAP experiments in order to
derstand the uniqueness of silver as a selective oxida
catalyst and to discern the roles of different forms of
sorbed oxygen in the mechanism of the total and pa
oxidation [25]. In these experiments both ethylene oxide
carbon dioxide were detected as products.

The experiments were performed by pulsing either dif
ent amounts of oxygen, as pump molecules, and ethylen
probe molecules, into the microreactor, at a constant pu
probe time interval and monitoring the CO2 and ethylene
oxide relative yield as a function of the O2/C2D4 ratio
(Fig. 4), or constant amounts of reactants at different pu
probe time intervals and monitoring C2D4O as a function o
the pump-probe interval (Fig. 5).

In the first set of experiments, ethylene oxide produc
was observed after the injection of ethylene but not a
the injection of oxygen, while CO2 production occurred
at both times. The amount of both ethylene oxide
.

l

e
e
-

s

Fig. 3. Normalized (a) and (c) and relative (b) product response obse
during a methanol single-pulse experiment with 5.1 × 1015 molecules of
methanol per pulse at 775 K over 6 mg H-ZSM-5 zeolite. (A) metha
(B) water; (C) dimethyl ether; (D) ethylene; (E) propylene; (F) bute
(G) pentene; (H) hexene; (I) methane; (J) formaldehyde [24].

CO2 formed increases nearly linearly with the size
the oxygen pulse for a O2/C2D4 ratio below 0.6 and
becomes nearly independent of the O2 pulse size for high
O2/C2D4 ratios. Moreover, the results of these pump-pr
experiments demonstrate that the rate of ethylene oxida
depends on the concentration of adsorbed oxygen and
selective oxidation to ethylene oxide involves the reactio
ethylene with adsorbed oxygen species with no measu
reaction time, as both ethylene and ethylene oxide ap
simultaneously at the reactor exit.
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Fig. 4. Series of product curves using O2 pump and C2D4 probe molecules
with the relative area ratios of reactants transmitted through the reacto2
to C2D4] of (A) 5; (B) 1; (C) 0.5. Injection times are at 0 for O2 and 0.210 s
for C2D4 at 523 K catalyst temperature [25].

The second set of pump-probe TAP experiments prov
a direct measure of the lifetime of the adsorbed oxy
intermediate. The surface lifetime of active oxygen spe
was investigated by measuring the C2D4O product yield as
a function of the pump-probe time interval. The maximu
C2D4O yield occurred at a large time interval, when t
gas-phase oxygen concentration was close to zero,
when the amount of adsorbed oxygen was maximum. T
indicates that active oxygen species have a long sur
lifetime, which is a result of the role of atomic oxyge
on the oxidation process. Actually, the surface lifetime
molecular oxygen is five orders of magnitude less than
of atomic oxygen at 525 K.

5.3. Multipulse TAP experiments

Single-pulse, pump-probe pulse, and multipulse T
experiments have been performed to obtain information
the mechanism of CO oxidation over very active Pt/CoOx/

SiO2 [26]. We report here only the results obtained from
,

Fig. 5. Series of C2D4O product areas and product curves using O2 pump
and C2D4 probe molecules at 523 K catalyst temperature with the follow
intervals between the O2 pump and C2D4 probe: (A) 20 ms; (B) 50 ms
(C) 72 ms; (D) 117 ms; (E) 425 ms [25].

analysis of multipulse TAP experiments. It is known th
CO inhibits sites required for the dissociative adsorpt
of O2 on Pt. By adding CoOx , the CO inhibition is
expected to become smaller. The CO inhibition effec
well demonstrated in Fig. 6a, where O2 was pulsed ove
a CO-precovered Pt/SiO2 catalyst. O2 needs a free site t
adsorb molecularly and an ensemble of adjacent free sit
dissociate. Due to the slow CO desorption at 327 K, so
free sites were generated and the reaction could start.2

desorbed immediately from the Pt surface after its forma
providing more free sites for O2 to dissociate. The CO2
production increased until a certain value of the CO cover
was reached. From that point the CO2 formation decreased
On the other hand, when CO was pulsed at 327 K o
an oxygen-precovered Pt/SiO2 catalyst, the reaction starte
immediately, as shown in Fig. 6b. The oxygen layer provi
enough free sites for CO to adsorb and adsorbed CO re
with atomic oxygen adsorbed on the surface to form CO2. At
higher temperatures (463 K), when CO desorption is fast
CO inhibition is diminished (Fig. 6c). Moreover, the initial
high CO2 production during the CO pulses over an oxyg
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st;

Fig. 6. Multipulse experiments over Pt/SiO2. (a) CO2 signal, measured at 54◦C during O2 pulses over a CO-precovered catalyst; (b) CO2 signal, measured
at 54◦C during CO pulses over an oxygen-precovered catalyst; (c) CO2 signal, measured at 190◦C during O2 pulses over the CO-precovered Pt cataly
(d) CO2 signal, measured at 190◦C during CO pulses over an oxygen-precovered Pt/SiO2 catalyst [26].
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precovered Pt/SiO2 catalyst diminished with time due to th
fast CO desorption (see Fig. 6d).

Two types ofquantitative information can be obtained
from TAP experiments [27]. The first consists of quantify
the adsorbed amount of certain species on the catalys
face based on a procedure proposed by Gleaves et al.
Such information can be easily obtained by integration
the normalized responses. This procedure has been use
example, to determine the amount of irreversible adso
oxygen on a Au/Ti(OH)∗4 catalyst [28]. The total amount o
substance adsorbed in the whole series of pulses is ofte
sociated with an estimate for the number of active sites.

The second type of quantitative information involves
determination of reaction rate constants for the elemen
reaction steps. This requires setting up a model wh
describes the transient response of a system. In the
experiments, the observed quantities are the outlet flow
gas molecules and related integral quantities, e.g., mom
(the mathematical definition for moments is given belo
The zeroth moment represents the total amount of
molecules that emerges from the reactor, and the rati
the first and the zeroth moments represents the ave
residence time of gas molecules in the reactor [12,
Theoretical studies have been aimed at determining the
dependence of the outlet flow rates and the dependen
-
].

r

-

s

e

f

the moments on the reaction–diffusion parameters. Re
obtained for different basic models of TAP reactors, wh
are sets of partial differential equations, are presented be

6. Quantitative description of TAP experiments
by PDEs

The diffusion–reaction processes that occur in TAP p
response experiments have been described using determ
tic models based on PDEs: one-zone model [1,2], two-z
model [9], and three-zone model [2]. A model for the th
zone configuration and a general multizone model will
discussed in separate sections.

6.1. One-zone reactor

The mathematical framework for the one-zone mo
was first published in 1988 [1]. The model is based on
following five assumptions:

1. The fractional voidage of the bed is constant.
2. There is no radial gradient of concentration in

catalyst bed.
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3. There is neither axial nor radial temperature gradien
the catalyst bed.

4. There is neither intraparticle nor surface diffusion.
5. The diffusivity of each gas is constant, and independ

of composition.

The last assumption is the result of using an evacu
microreactor and small pulse intensities that guarantee
validity a Knudsen diffusion regime.

The mass balance equations for a number of impor
cases are presented below.

6.1.1. Diffusion only
In the Knudsen diffusion regime, the mass bala

equation for a nonreacting gas A in a packed bed rea
is given by

(5)εb
∂CA

∂t
= DeA

∂2CA

∂z2

with initial condition

(6)0 � z � L, t = 0, CA = δz
NpA

εbA

and boundary conditions

(7)z = 0,
∂CA

∂z
= 0

(8)z = L, CA = 0.

In Eq. (6), the gas concentration is represented by a d
function at the reactor entrance att = 0. Eq. (7) specifies
that there is no flux at the reactor entrance when the p
valve is closed. Eq. (8) results from the fact that the ou
of the reactor is maintained at vacuum conditions, and
concentration of gas at the reactor exit is very close to z

The observed characteristics, flow rate,FA, at the reactor
exit are described by

(9)FA = −ADeA
∂CA

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=L

.

There was and still is a debate in the literature ab
the initial and boundary conditions [30–33]. However,
conditions presented above are reasonably simple and c
spond to the simple experimental input set-up. The solut
obtained for these conditions fit rather well with experim
tal curves. In such a situation, it makes sense to perf
catalyst characterization TAP experiments using a se
corresponding to these conditions. It is useful to expr
Eq. (5) and initial and boundary conditions (Eqs. (6)–(
in a dimensionless form.

Dimensionless axial coordinate:

(10)ζ = z

L
.

Dimensionless concentration:

(11)CA = CA
.

NPA/εbAL
-

Dimensionless time:

(12)τ = tDeA

εbL2
.

Written in dimensionless form, Eqs. (5)–(8) are as follow

(13)
∂CA

∂τ
= ∂2CA

∂ζ 2 .

Initial conditions:

(14)0 � ζ � 1, t = 0, CA = δζ .

Boundary conditions:

(15)ζ = 0,
∂CA

∂ζ
= 0,

(16)ζ = 1, CA = 0.

The solution for the dimensionless concentration,CA, can
be determined by applying the method of separation
variables

(17)

CA(ζ, τ ) = 2
∞∑
n=0

cos
(
(n + 0.5)πζ

)
exp

(−(n+ 0.5)2π2τ
)

and for the dimensionless flow rate

FA(ζ, τ )= −∂CA(ζ, τ )

∂ζ

(18)

= π

∞∑
n=0

(2n+ 1)sin
(
(n + 0.5)πζ

)
× exp

(−(n+ 0.5)2π2τ
)
.

At the exit, whereζ = 1, the dimensionless flow rate can
written as

(19)FA = π

∞∑
n=0

(−1)n(2n+ 1)exp
(−(n+ 0.5)2π2τ

)
.

Eq. (19) expresses the dimensionless exit flow a
function of dimensionless time. The curve described
Eq. (19) is called thestandard diffusion curve (SDC)
and is plotted in Fig. 7. Obviously, for any TAP pul
response experiment that involves only gas transport,
plot of the dimensionless exit flow rate versus dimension
time will give the same curve regardless the gas, rea
length, particle size, or reactor temperature. Initial condi
Eq. (14) requires that the surface area under the stan
diffusion curve be equal to unity. Eq. (19) can be writt
in dimensional form as

(20)

FA

NpA
= DeAπ

εbL2

∞∑
n=0

(−1)n(2n+ 1)

× exp

(
−(n+ 0.5)2π2 tDeA

εbL2

)
.

An important property of this dimensional dependen
is that its shape is independent on the pulse intensity if
process occurs in the Knudsen regime.
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Fig. 7. (a) Standard diffusion curve showing key time characteristics
the criterion for Knudsen diffusion. (b) Comparison of standard curve
experimental inert gas curve over inert packed bed [2].

A unique characteristic of the SDC is the time,τp, at
which the peak maximum occurs

(21)τp = 1

6
as well as the corresponding height,

(22)FA,p = 1.85.

The corresponding dimensional characteristics,tp andHp,
will be

(23)tp = 1

6

εbL
2

DeA
,

and

(24)Hp = 1.85
DeA

εbL2 .

Evidently,

(25)FA,pτp = tpHp ≈ 0.31.

Relationship (25) allows us to verify if an experiment
performed in the Knudsen regime.

The presented criteria for Knudsen diffusion and ot
properties of SDC have been checked for argon in the
system in use at the University of Tokyo [28].
6.1.2. Irreversible adsorption/reaction
One of the most important and the simplest process s

ied using TAP pulse response experiments is the proce
irreversible adsorption (or reaction) combined with Knu
sen diffusion. If the adsorption or reaction is characteri
by the first-order gaseous concentration dependence, an
change of surface coverage can be neglected due to the
pulse intensity, the mass balance for the gas phase co
nent A can be described by

(26)εb
∂CA

∂τ
= De,A

∂2CA

∂z2 − asSv(1− εb)kaCA .

The dimensionless form of Eq. (26) can then be written

(27)
∂CA

∂τ
= ∂2CA

∂ζ 2 − kaCA,

where

(28)ka = asSv(1− εb)kaL
2

De,A
.

The initial and boundary conditions for Eq. (27) are
same as those presented previously for the diffusion
case.

The dimensionless flow at the exit was found to be

(29)

FA = π exp
(−kaτ

) ∞∑
n=0

(−1)n(2n+ 1)

× exp
(−(n+ 0.5)2π2τ

)
.

Equation (29) can be also written in dimensional form

FA

NpA
= De,Aπ

εbL2
exp(−k′

at)

∞∑
n=a

(−1)n(2n+ 1)

(30)× exp

(
−(n+ 0.5)2π2De,A

εbL2

)
,

where

(31)k′
a = asSv(1− εb)ka

εb
.

A comparison of Eq. (30) and SDC Eq. (20) shows t
the values of normalized exit flow curve for the diffusio
irreversible adsorption/reaction case are smaller than
values by a factor of exp(−k′

at). Therefore, the curve o
normalized flow for irreversible adsorption/reaction ver
time is always placed “inside” the standard diffusion cur
Such a feature can be considered as a “fingerprint”
irreversible adsorption/reaction.

6.1.3. Reversible adsorption
When reversible adsorption occurs, the mass bala

become as follows:
For the component A in the gas phase,

(32)εb
∂CA

∂t
= De,A

∂2CA

∂z2
− asSv(1− εb)(kaCA − kdθA).

For the component A on the catalyst surface,

(33)
∂θA = kaCA − kdθA .

∂t
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The dimensionless desorption rate coefficient can be de
as

(34)kd = kd
εbL

2

De,A
.

Eqs. (32) and (33) can be transformed into dimension
form as

(35)
∂CA

∂τ
= ∂2CA

∂ζ 2 − kaCA + kdθA,

(36)
∂θA

∂τ
= kaCA − kdθA,

where

(37)θA = αθA

and

(38)α = (1− εb)AL
asSv

NpA
.

Eqs. (35) and (36) can be solved using the initial and bou
ary conditions presented previously with the additional
tial condition for the adsorbed A on the catalyst surface:

(39)t = 0, θA = 0.

Solutions for the dimensionless concentration and dim
sionless outlet flow can be found in the literature [2]. A p
ticularly interesting feature of the reversible adsorption
sponse is the influence of the kinetic adsorption–desorp
parameters on its shape.

In contrast to the case involving irreversible adsorpti
the exit flow curve for reversible adsorption will cross t
SDC. The intersection of these two curves can be consid
as a fingerprint for the reversible adsorption. The poin
which the curves intersect depends on the adsorption
desorption rate coefficients.

The reason for such behavior is the delay in molec
transport throughout the reactor caused by the rever
interaction of gas with catalyst.

6.2. Two- and three-zone reactors

The only differences between the models for reac
with two or three zones and the one-zone reactor mode
additional boundary conditions between the different zon
For the three-zone reactor, these conditions are describe

(40)CA, zone 1| z1 = CA, zone 2| z1,

(41)CA, zone 2| z1 = CA, zone 3| z2,

(42)

−DeA, zone 1
∂CA, zone 1

∂z

∣∣∣∣ z1 = −DeA, zone 2
∂CA, zone 2

∂z

∣∣∣∣ z1,

−DeA, zone 2
∂CA, zone 2

∂z

∣∣∣∣ z2 = −DeA, zone 3
∂CA, zone 3

∂z

∣∣∣∣ z2,
(43)
y

wherez1 is the axial coordinate at the end of zone 1, andz2
is the axial coordinate at the end of zone 2. Eqs. (40)–
describe the continuity of the gaseous concentrations
flows.

7. Moment-based quantitative description
of TAP experiments

Another procedure used to distinguish models and e
mate kinetic parameters from TAP data is themoment-based
analysis [12]. Moments as a mathematical tool were int
duced in chemical engineering and applied kinetics in
pioneer works of Smith and his followers [34–39].

As mentioned above, the observed TAP data consis
a set of exit flow rates versus time dependencies. It is
sonable, however, to start from the analysis of some inte
characteristics (moments) of the exit flow rate because
analytical solutions in integral form can be usually obtain
In fact, these moments reflect the important primary featu
of the observations in a robust manner.

The momentsMn of exit flow rates (i.e., not of concen
trations as usual) are given by

(44)Mn =
t∫

0

tnF (t)dt .

It is useful to represent moments in dimensionless form
well

(45)mn =
∞∫

0

τnFA dτ,

whereτ is the dimensionless time

(46)τ = t

(εbL2/De,A)
,

n is the order of the moment, andmn is the dimensionles
moment.

In many cases, it is possible to obtain analytical exp
sions for the moments which contain diffusivity and ra
coefficients as parameters. These expressions are n
complicated and can be even simplified performing an
periment in special TAP reactor configurations, such as
thin-zone configuration.

For the reversible reaction, the zeroth dimensionless
ment is equal to unity. For irreversible adsorption/reactio
is given by

(47)m0 = 1− X = 1

cosh
√

DaI
,

where DaI is the first Damköhler number,

(48)DaI = k′
aεbL

2

.

De,A
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The mean dimensionless residence time for the diffu
only case becomes

(49)τres= M1

M0
= 1

2
.

For irreversible adsorption/reaction, the mean dimension
residence time is

(50)τres= M1

M0
=

∑∞
n=0

A(n)
[B(n)+DaI ]∑∞

n=0
A(n)

B(n)+DaI

τDif ,

where

A(n)= (−1)n(2n+ 1),

B(n) = (n+ 0.5)2π2,

τDif = εbL
2

De,A
.

In 1998 [12], another modification, moments as function
the length were introduced:

(51)M =
∞∫

0

tnF (t, x)dt .

The zeroth moment in this case determines the t
number of gas molecules that pass through the g
cross section. Using this variable, the typical TAP mo
represented by the set of partial differential equations
be rewritten as a model in the form of ordinary second-o
differential equations, linear and homogeneous.

The analytical solution corresponding to this approac
provided in the literature [39]. In a TAP model the mom
rather than the concentration is the independent variable

8. New theoretical frontiers

8.1. The global transfer matrix equation

Until now, separate theoretical results on determining
time dependence of the outlet flow and the dependenc
the moments on the reaction–diffusion parameters have
presented corresponding to the different reactor config
tions, but with no unified theoretical framework.

A general and rigorous theory of state-defining exp
iments for a multizone TAP reactor has been develo
[40] using the Laplace transform formalism. The mode
a generalization of the three-zone model [2]. In the cas
irreversible adsorption/reaction, it is a model with three
rameters for the each zonei:

τi = εib(�zi)

Di
eA

, Ψi =
√
ai

sS
i
vk

i
ads(1− εib)τi/ε

i
b,

(52)γi = Di
eA

�zi
.

These characteristics can be interpreted as follows:
f
n

– τi has dimension time and represents a characte
time for Knudsen diffusion in a zone;

– Ψi is dimensionless and represents a reaction–diffu

parameter for a zone (proportional to
√
kiads/D

i
eA );

– γi has the dimension of velocity and represent
characteristic transport conductivity for a zone.

The theory gives explicit expressions for the moment
the outlet flow rate and offers an efficient means to comp
the actual profiles of gas and surface concentrations in
reactor and the values of the outlet flow rate numeric
using fast Fourier transformation. The central concep
the theory is the global transfer matrix equation, wh
determines completely the dynamic behavior of the reac
mixture. To describe efficiently the interaction between
m different zones, a Laplace transform technique is u
In this case, every zone will have a unique matrix rela
the concentration and flow values at its “left” and “righ
boundaries. The concrete form of transfer matrices ca
found in the literature [29,40]. Application of the theory
different reactor configurations (one-zone, three-zone,
thin-zone) was facilitated by the use of efficient compu
algebra methods.

8.2. Thin-zone configuration

A new type of TAP reactor, the thin-zone TAP reac
(TZTR) has been proposed recently [13]. In this TAP rea
configuration, as mentioned earlier, the thickness of
catalyst zone is made very small compared to the w
length of the reactor. The advantage of this configuratio
that change of gaseous concentrations across the cataly
can be neglected compared to their average values. T
the diffusional transport can be explicitly separated fr
chemical reaction rate.

The active zone reaction rate can be represented b
difference

(53)R = F left(t)− F right(t)

between the diffusional flow values at the boundaries of
thin active zone. This is to some extent analogous to
steady-state CSTR case, in which the reaction rate is
given by a difference of convectional flow rates. For the fi
order irreversible adsorption or reaction case, the conve
can be found from the simple expression

(54)X = kadsτ
dif
res,cat

1+ kadsτ
dif
res,cat

,

(55)τdif
res,cat= εb

(�L)LII

DeA
.

The dimensionless parameterKa related to the apparen
adsorption/reaction rate constant,kads, as

(56)kads= Ka
DeA
L�Lεb
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can be found from the zeroth moment values:

1

M0
= 1+ Ka

LII

L
.

Obviously, expression (54) is analogous to the kno
relationship for conversion for a first-order reaction in
CSTR that is given by

(57)X = kCSTRτ
conv
res

1+ kCSTRτ conv
res

,

where kCSTR is the apparent rate coefficient,τ conv
res is the

convectional average residence time, and

(58)τ conv
res = Vcat

Fv
.

In contrast toτ conv
res , τdif

res,cat is proportional to the position
of the catalyst zone in the reactor. In particular, as
catalyst zone is moved closer to the reactor inlet, conver
increases.

Using TZTR, it is possible to determine kinetic par
meters of very fast catalytic processes. As an exam
the oxidation of propene over oxygen pretreated vanadi
based VPO catalyst is taken [13]. All experiments w
conducted using a TAP-2 multifunctional reactor system

A pulse train of a mixture of propene and argon (90
propene and 10% argon) was injected into the microrea
packed with an oxygen pretreated VPO sample at 653
The responses of argon and propene were monitored
number of pulses to ensure that the pulse intensity rema
constant over the pulsing interval. The length of the cata
zone was kept, 1.7± 0.1 mm; the length of the total reacto
was 24 mm. The zeroth moments of propene at var
positions of the thin zone in the microreactor were calcula
using the argon and propene response curves. Fig. 8 s

Fig. 8. Reciprocal of the zeroth moment of propene as a function o
position of the catalyst zone in the microreactor. Reaction over oxy
pretreated VPO catalyst at 653 K [13].
s

the reciprocal of the propene zeroth moment as a functio
the catalyst zone position in the reactor.

The dimensionless kinetic parameterKa was obtained
from the slope of the experimental linear dependence(Ka =
4.49) and kads= 660 s−1 was found using Eq. (56). Th
possibility of determining such a large rate coefficie
confirms the potential of TAP and in particular of the th
zone configuration.

8.3. Y-procedure

Recently, a special procedure, the so-called Y-proced
was developed by Yablonsky et al. [22,41] for the analy
of data from the thin-zone TAP experiment. The proced
allows us to determine the gas concentration and reac
rate in the active zone of TZTR.

The mathematical foundation of the Y-procedure is
Laplace-domain analysis. Transposition to the Fourier
main combined with time discretization and filtering of t
high-frequency noise leads to an efficient practical met
for the reconstruction of gas concentration in a nonstea
state regime without any presuppositions about the kin
dependence; i.e., it is a model-free procedure.

Finally, the Y-procedure offers a unique opportunity
relate the temporal evolution of the chemical reaction
to the surface composition (storage) of the catalyst. T
the Y-procedure can be considered as a basis of adva
software for nonsteady-state kinetic data interpretation.

9. Conclusions: what is next?

In heterogeneous catalysis, there are two known kin
strategies, traditional experiment over industrial multico
ponent catalysts under normal conditions (CSTR and P
working mostly in a steady-state regime) and surface
ence experiments under high vacuum conditions mostly
single crystals with well-defined surfaces which are v
different from the industrial multicomponent catalyst. Co
sequently, traditional applied kinetics and surface scie
kinetics are separated by a “pressure” and “material” ga

The TAP approach described in this paper can be defi
as a “third kinetic strategy,” which focuses on the bridg
of these “gaps” in the near future. The TAP pulse-respo
pressure domain (10−2–10−1 Pa) is located at the bounda
between the traditional applied kinetics and surface scie
kinetics, and this domain can be extended.

Unlike traditional steady-state experiments, TAP exp
iments are designed to measure kinetics under dyna
conditions and to obtain a spectrum of parameters co
sponding to changes that occur in a catalyst.

Unlike surface science experiments, TAP pulse respo
experiments can be performed on practical catalytic m
rials at pressures higher than those used in surface sc
experiments.
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A state-altering experiment realized as a multi-pu
TAP experiment will provide both integral (total amoun
of consumed/released substances) and differential (ki
parameters) characteristics at any given catalyst state.

An integral moment-based analysis of the catalytic s
tem insignificantly perturbed during the state-defining exp
iment will provide the detailed kinetic characterization of
catalyst state and create a basis for formulating the det
mechanism. In our opinion, this strategy can be efficie
applied for studies of many catalytic reactions, especi
selective oxidation of hydrocarbons over multicompon
oxide catalysts.
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